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Please use 12-point type with 1-inch (2.5 cm) margins. Use double spacing throughout. All papers should be organized to include: title page, abstract, text, acknowledgments, declaration of interest, references, figure legends, tables, and figures. Each of the preceding elements should begin on a separate page. Pages should be numbered consecutively, beginning with the abstract.

**Title Page.**
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**Tables.** Tables should be grouped on separate pages at the end of the manuscript. Footnotes to the table should be placed below the table. *(NOTE: Please use lowercase, superscript letters [a, b, c] rather than symbols [*,*,#] for marking footnote references within the table)*

**Figures.** All figures should be submitted as digital files of sufficiently high resolution (300 dpi or higher) to enable journal reproduction. Illustrations should not be embedded in the text but should be submitted as separate files. Acceptable formats include JPG, TIF, PowerPoint.

**Genomics Data.** Genomics data should conform to
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Clinical Trials. Reports on clinical trials should conform to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement.
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If material is being submitted for an Online Data Supplement, please include the following statement on the title page of the main manuscript, “This article has an online data supplement.” The supplementary material must be submitted simultaneously with the manuscript and will undergo peer review.

Image Manipulation. Electronically submitted figures must be accurate representations of actual research images. Specific features within an image should not be enhanced, obscured, moved, deleted, or added.

Human and Animal Studies. We endorse the recommendations concerning human research that are contained in the Declaration of Helsinki. All manuscripts containing human studies should conform to these recommendations. All manuscripts reporting human research must contain a statement in the text that the institutional review board for human studies approved the protocols and written consent was obtained from the subjects or their surrogates if required by the institutional review board.
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